Abstract. This paper presents a Structural feature based method for classification of printed Gujarati characters. The ability to provide incremental definition of characters in terms of its native components makes the proposal unique and versatile. It deals with varied sizes, font styles, and stoke widths. The features are validated on subset of machine printed Gujarati characters using a simple rule based classifier and the initial results are encouraging.
Introduction
Development of Optical Character Recognition (OCR) technology for Indian text is more challenging then western text because of the complex character set as well as existence of modifiers and joint characters. Motivated by this many researchers have started working on the OCR for Indian text over a decade ago and it is still in moderate phase for many languages. The majority of the work found in the literature for classification of characters from Indian text can be divided into two major streams 1) Structural feature based approach and 2) Transform domain feature based approach. For many languages like Hindi, Bangla, Gurumukhi, Oriya etc., the structural features along with simple rule based classifier like decision trees have performed well [1] [2] [3] [4] . On the other hand, the south Indian scripts like Tamil, Telugu, and Kannada, where it is difficult to identify characters from the general shape and structure, the transform domain features along with sophisticated classifiers like Neural Networks, Support Vector Machine etc. have done well [5] [6] [7] [8] . Some work on classification of Gujarati text using transform domain features can be found in the literature [9] [10] [11] [12] . Gujarati is derived from the ancient Devanagari script and having close resemblance with other north Indian script, primarily Hindi. The major difference between Gujarati and other north Indian script is the absence of "Shirorekha", a head line running through all the characters forming the word. Even though Gujarati characters have well define shape and structure, but no structural features based method considered so far for the classification of Gujarati text. This paper attempts to propose a structural feature extraction method and its use in classification of subset of Gujarati characters. The rest of the paper is organized as follow Section 2 describes the brief of various steps used in structural feature extraction method and its use in classification, followed by simulation result and conclusion in Section 3 and 4 respectively. 
Proposed Methodology
The Fundamental idea for the formation of Gujarati characters is to consider every characters as combination of some components (also referred as strokes in some literature) connected in specific ordered. This break up of characters in components helps in exploiting the reusable components in similar looking characters. A total of 30 components are identified which formulates majority of characters from Gujarati character set. Some of these components are shown in Fig. 1a . An example of how characters are formulated by combining the components in a specific order is shown in Fig. 1b . Every component in turn can be defined as some sequence of primitive strokes. Set of primitive strokes that formulate a complex component is shown in Fig. 2a . All primitive strokes are represented by string symbol (as shown in Fig. 2a ). Thus the component is described by sequence of string symbols representing primitive strokes and the character in turn can be defined as the sequence of components occurring in some specific order (as shown in Fig. 3) . A complete system for identification of native components and formation of characters as ordered set of native components is described as follows. Preprocessing and Applying 3x3 Pattern Mask. Input to the system is a binary character image which is passed through various preprocessing stages like noise removal, resizing and thinning. Thinning is one of the most important preprocessing steps that converts elongated character image into one pixel wide thinned image that preserves the original shape of the character without Fig. 2b ) are applied to detect primitive strokes from the thinned image. Every detected primitive stroke is replaced by predefined numerical code. Thus, an MxN input image is converted into an MxN matrix of numerical codes. Scanning, Component Separation and Symbol Array Generation. In order to preserve the component ordering, MxN matrix of numerical codes is scanned. Since Gujarati writing is left to right and top to bottom, zigzag scanning is used to find the start point. Modified contour tracing algorithm that selects the next component in clockwise direction is designed to scan components in nearly writing flow order starting from the start point. For example writing flow order of components present in the character image shown in Fig. 3 is {C 1 C 2 C 3 C 4 C 5 }. During scanning, numerical code(s) are replaced with equivalent character symbols of primitive strokes to obtain symbol string representation. The components are separated from the symbol string by using end points symbol (E) and junction points symbol (J) as separators, thus every component is represented by string of symbol as shown in Fig. 3 .
Noise Removal from the Symbol String and Identification of Component. A noise removal technique is designed to further fine tune the symbol string representation. Regular Expression (RE) matching based method is designed to identify every component, represented by a symbol string. It takes component string and RE file as input. The RE file defines set of regular expression for each component class. The method then generates target component string using all RE's present in the file and gives a matching score close to 1.0 Fig. 3 . Formation of Character as sequence of components described as sequence of primitive strokes represented by string symbols if the string is fully generated by the given RE. Finally, the component represented by RE having maximum matching score is selected as target component and replaced by its id. Thus the character is finally represented by an ordered set of component ids'.
Classification. A simple rule based algorithm is designed to check the discriminating power of the proposed structural features. Every component is assigned some weight depending on how much it contributes in the recognition of a given character. Accumulated weights for all characters are maintained in the form of a vector. The algorithm proceeds as follows. 
Simulation Results
The proposed method was tested on moderate size database of 4000 machine printed character symbols from 20 different pages of 4 different machine printed books. The result of the experiment are shown in Table 1 . It is evident from the results that even though the classifier being simple it gives very high accuracy for simple characters having 1, 2 or 3 components (around 95%) which constitute almost half the character set. The accuracy drops as the number of components increases in the character. When number of components are large, it becomes difficult to assign optimum weights to all character component manually. Thus a mechanism is needed to automatically find the optimum weights to components. Also the classifier does not consider ordering of component, which is crucial and may lead to better accuracy.
Conclusions and Future Work
A structural feature extraction method is proposed for classification of printed Gujarati text and tested on machine printed character symbol data set of size 4000. The accuracy obtained is very high for simple character with small number of components, however method does require some improvement like finding the component weights automatically and exploiting the order of component. The salient feature of the proposal is its ability to provide incremental definition of characters in terms of components. As the scope of the work is to evaluate the proposed feature hence comparision with other methods is omited.
